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Chairman Godshall, Chairman Caltagirone, membersof the blouseConsumer AHairs Committee
Good moming, and thank you for inviting me to comment on House Bill 1782.

My name is Mark Sq'best and lam an attomey and policy advocate for the Natural Resources Defense

Council (NRDC), a member-basednon-profit environmenta] organization with more than 1] 0,000
membersand activists in Pennsylvania. NRDC works nationally and intemationally to protect public
health and natural resources. My job as NRDC's Pennsylvania advocate is to support state-level laws and
policies that reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants and create an equitable and
sustainable clean energy economy.

Since 201 5, my work has included advocacy for revenue decoupling and performance incentives for
electric utilities before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC). In the PUC's pending docket
exploring revenuedecoupling and other altemative ratemaking methodologies, NRDC has sponsored
testimony by economist Mark Newton Lowly; commissioneda legal analysis of the PUC's existing legal
authority by West Virginia University Law Schoo] professor Jamie Van Nostrand; and submitted
substantivecomments urging the PUC to make more robust use of its current altemative ratemaking
authority -- which is real, if limited -- and to addressconsumerprotection concems in a policy guidance
cured through an inclusive stakeholder process.

NRDC supportsHouseBill 1782 insofar as it would clarify that the PUC hasfull authority, in baserate
proceedings, to approve revenue decoupling, performance incentives, and multiyear rate plans. We do

have some ideasfor refinements, which I will discuss.First, however, I will briefly discuss why we need
alternatives to traditional "cost-of-service" utility regulation, and discussthe relationship between
a[temative ratemaking and environmental protection, and the policy considerationsthat NRDC believes
should guide the General Assembly and the PUC in determining whether particular altemative ratemaking
approaches are in the public interest.

House Bill 1782 seeksto addressthe current, unprecedenteduncertainty regarding electric utilities'
recovery of prudently incuned authorized costs of service due ta minimal growth in electricity sales. For

most of the 20th century, electricity use in the U.S. increasedconsistently at a rate greater than the growth
of the population. ]n recent years, however, electricity use has flattened, or even declined in some areas,
as homes and appliances have become more efficient, distributed energy resources like rooRop solar
panels have become more popular, and the economy has become less ener©'-intensive. This trend is

likely to continue as our devices become more ener©'-efficient and distributed solar becomeswidely
affordable.
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sometimescalled the "throughput incentive."

generation is a lost sale.

Becauseof greenhousegasesemitted by human activity, the earth is getting hotter, and according to the
best current science,avoiding the worst elects of climate changemeanskeeping the earth's temperaLU
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nha',P nre-industrial levels

from rising morethan 2 degreesCelsiusa

To do that, both the United States(currently the world's second-largestemitter of greenhousegases)and
other developed countries must cut their greenhousegaspollution by at least 80 percent by 2050. By
2100, the entire world must be "net-zero" in carbon emissions.
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our use f renewable energy to generate electricity, bo
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facilities and through locally generated,or "distributed" sources like rooRop solar panels. We can then
use this clean, renewable electricity to power many end-usesthat cunently run mostly on fossil fuels:
cars, spaceheating, hot-water heaters,light industry, etc. In addition, we have to "decarbonize" usesthat
cannot be electrified at this point -- things like airplanes, long-haul trucks, and heavy industry -- by
increasingly replacing fossil fuels with sustainablebiomass, hydrogen-basedfuels, and by using carbon
capture technologies. In order to maintain the reliability and resiliency of our enern, system during this
low-carbon transition, it is essentialthat we modernize our electric grid -- most of which was built more
than 40 years ago, and needs to be updated anyway -- to better accommodate 2 ls' century technology and
customer desires, such as large-scale and distributed renewable enerU ' resources, "smart" appliances, and
storage technologies.
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Traditional cost-of-service utility ratemaking is a barrier to both greater efHciency and greater renewable
generation, becauseit casts utilities in the role of reluctant gatekeeper,rather than helpful guide. And it
leadsto market failures. Pennsy]vaniansof a]] backgrounds and political tribes increasingly want clean
and efHcient enerU ', some because it bowerstheir bills, some because it brings them ener©r independence

and self-reliance, some becauseof environmental and climate concem, most for somecombination of
thesereasons.But under cost-of-service regulation, utilities resist satisfying this demandbecausethe
market signals are wrong.

You can think about alternative ratemaking as a set of strategies to send the right market signals, so that
utilities develop businessmodels and engagein businessactivities that are better aligned with and
responsiveto customer desires and demands.Imagine, for a moment, that the signals utilities are given to
invest in efficiency and distributed energy resourceswere as strong as the signals they are given to invest
T natural gas transmission pipelines. Under a tariff established by the Federal Ener©, Regulatory
Commission in ] 997, when interest rates were around double today's average, investors in new interstate
gas pipelines are allowed a 14 percent retum on equity. Given the low interest rates that have prevailed

for the last decade,this high retum gives investors an exceptionally strong incentive to build new
pipelines rather than use existing pipelines (which have already been depreciated) more efficiently. There
are no remotely comparable price signals for utilities to help customers choose cleaner and more efbcient

ways of using enern,.

Well-designed alternative ratemaking methodologiescan help open Me pathways of greater efficiency and
greater renewableener©, both by removing disincentives to the support of ener©r savingsand distributed
energy resources,and by providing additional, positive incentives for utilities to aflinnatively support
these resources.
"" ' ' "''l"'
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energy and reduce ener©' bills through efficiency.

d

savings, low-income programs, carbon reduction
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resources like solar panels and electric vehicles.
se

1330(b)(1) is non-exclusive.

The open-endednature of House Bill 1782 raisesthe question of what alternative ratemaking should look
like in practice, and what kinds of altemative ratemaking mechanismswe should want the PUC to

approve,if the bill is enacted.

Inw-income consumers, and ensuring that utilities hav
S

authorized revenue on a timely basis,regardlessof fluctuations in electricity use.Ratemaking also hasa
critical role in achieving other public policy objectives, such as minimizing customer nixedcharges
protects energy anordability for low-use low-income and fixed-income customersand implementing
time-varying rates that promote customersto shin energy consumption to times of lower-cost service
reduces total system costs and pollution.

Adhering to these public policy principles will allow Horwell-designed, consumer-protectiverevenue
decoupling mechanisms,performance incentives, multiyear plans, and possibly fomlula rates -- but will
not a accommodate some other types of methodologies that sometimes march under the banner of

alternative iatemaking," such as Lost RevenueAdjustment Mechanisms (LRAM) and Straight-Fixed

House Bi1] ] 782 could be draped to proscribe certain altemative mtemaking methodologies,or to allow
only those methodologies that are particularly identified. But in the interest of ensuring that both the PUC
and Pennsylvania utilities have the flexibility to respond quickly to changing circumstances and

technologies, we believe that most of the details conceming the implementation of this legislation would
PUCbe
bestworked ou n proceedings before the PUC, including the altemative ratemaking docket that the

NRDC's most recent comments in that docket urged the PUC to develop policy guidance on altemative
ratemaking authority through a stakeholder processwhere the Commission, utilities, and other
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impacts, after they are implemented -- would be even greater, leading to more efbcient rate cases when
utilities make actual altemative ratemaking proposals.

We also believe that such a processis necessaryto ensure consumer protection, and to conservethe
limited resourcesof the Consumer Advocate and the low-income and small businessadvocates.All of
theseadvocateshave expressedseriousconcems about revenue decoupling, perfomlance incentives and
other alternative ratemaking mechanisms, and while NRDC strongly believes that Pennsylvania must

move forward with alternative ratemaking, we also believe that at a time of unprecedented
flnancialization and market power in our economy, when every day brings new examplesof corporate
rent-seekingand self-dealing, and the benefits of economy activity are flowing increasingly to ]arge
investors, rather than Main Street, it is critical to ensurethat mtemaking mechanismsare designed in a
manner that protects all consumers, and especia]jy ]ow-income Pennsylvanians.
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